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Cartoon History of the Universe
Awesome animated stories
IF THE THOUGHT 0F HISTORY conjures up images of 5O-pound

textbooks or naps in the back of c1ass, give Putnam New Media's

Cartoon History of the Universe (CHOU) a try. In reaching its lofty
goal of making the often dry subject of history fun, CHOU is a

smashing success, and the result is a fabulously animated, highly
interactive adventure through time. Featuring 700 screens,2,000

animations, five hours of dialogue and sound, and 17 puzzles and

games, CH0U packs two CD-ROMs to their limit, and itt so witty
and clever that you 11 wish it came on four.

Trekking Through Time. You get a wisecracking guide, the Professor

- if you find his voice grating, you can turn
the volume down to zero. In his study, you

discover CH0U's centerpiece - a time ma-

chine. Step into it, and explore the frequently

hilarious animated cartoon history, from the

Big Bang to Alexander the Great.

The history is delightful - bright and chock-full of clever ani-

mations and wonderful acting, sound effects, and tunes. The

noncartoon stuff - the Professort study and time machine; the

puzzles and games; the 3-D drawings; and the 1,200-entry, hot-
linked index - are also exceptional in their detail and execution.

Based on the best-selling book by Larry Gonick, CHOU is one of
the finest examples of state-of-the-art multimedia we have seen.

That it is frequently side-splittingly funny makes it the must-have

CD-ROM of the year. Norv if they could only do the same thing with
calculus . . . . / Bob LeYitus

,ry of the Universe {{lt} / Price:540 (street). (ompany:
d ia, Resto n, VA; 703 -860-3 3 75. Reader Service: Ci rcle #4 1 9.

theTypeB00k / Automated font catalog:ng
DESKTOP PUBLISHERS who need style sheets to help them select

fonts usually have to design a DTP template showing sample char-

acters in various font sizes. They then have to tediously type the 1et-

tering, choose a font, edit the resuit to control overflows, print each
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page, and repeat the process for the
next font. Since service centers own

hundreds of fonts, you can see how

theTypeBook, which creates style

sheets automatically, can save hours.

Well-Rounded Solution. For each font

you choose, theTypeBook can print up to six sample layouts: a mas-

ter display of a single font at various sizes and leadings, another of
different fonts on the same page, and sti1l others of Key Caps charts

and large point sizes. You can easily substitute your own text, such

as an ad slogan, for the default passages in columns and footers.

This commercial release of theTypeBook has such essential fea-

tures as the ability to preview specimen pages on-screen and Sys-

tem 7.5 compatibility, and enables you to navigate character maps

with the click of a mouse. A crisply written quick-start guide,

friendly technical support, and a modest price outweigh its docu-

mentation deficiencies. / Douglas Dominic

theTypeBook 4.0 t t t t / Price: 559.95 (list). (ompany: Rascal Software,
5a nta Cla rita, CA; 805-25 5-6823. Reader Service: Ci rcle #420.
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MediaPaint brings the world of profes-
sional paintbox effects to your Macintosh.
Particle Effects, Squiggle Paint, Stencil
Paint, Live Alpha Channel, Rotoscoping,
Custom Brushes, Special Filters, Fade,
Dot-let, and Auto-Copy are just a few of
the many features that make it easy to
paint on movies. CaIl for more informa-
tion and get animated with MediaPaint.

MediaPaint, Squiggle Paint, Stencil Paint and Virtual Studio are trademarks of Strata lnc.
All other trademarks are the pr0perty of their respective owners.
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